We model for 'Naiji System' which is a unique corporation technique between a manufacturer and suppliers in Japan. We propose a two stage solution procedure for a production planning problem with advance demand information, which is called 'Naiji'. Under demand uncertainty, this model is formulated as a nonlinear stochastic programming problem which minimizes the sum of production cost and inventory holding cost subject to a probabilistic constraint and some linear production constraints. By the convexity and the special structure of correlation matrix in the problem where inventory for different periods is not independent, we propose a solution procedure with two stages which are named Mass Customization Production Planning & Management System (MCPS) and Variable Mesh Neighborhood Search (VMNS) based on meta-heuristics. It is shown that the proposed solution procedure is available to get a near optimal solution efficiently and practical for making a good master production schedule in the suppliers.
Introduction
Uncertainties in the production field have been eliminated and a manufacturer has been consistently taking an effort to increase productivity, standardization, level of quality and so on. However, in recent year, customer needs are diversified and the delivery lead time becomes very short. These lead us to change build-to-order(BTO) manufacturing system to assemble-to-order (ATO) manufacturing system in which a manufacturer has begun to produce by using uncertain perspectives before receiving 'firm order', and completed according to the final product specifications and quantity after receiving firm order. So, in this circumstance , it is needed to develop methodology to implement mass customization by using an uncertain demand of diversified products (1) ． We focus our investigation on 'Naiji' which means 'forecast order'. It is transmitted from a manufacturer to suppliers before suppliers' manufacturing. It is true that forecast order is so different from firm order. However, this information is very available to decide production volume of end-user product and parts before receiving firm order. In this paper, we model for 'Naiji System' which is a unique corporation technique (2) (3) between a manufacturer and a supplier in Japan. This model is formulated as a nonlinear stochastic programming problem which minimizes the sum of production cost and inventory holding cost subject to a probabilistic constraint and some linear production constraints.
In stochastic programming, nonlinear programming methods e.g. penalty method and Lagrangian method, within any iteration there are iterative procedures requiring the repeated evaluation of gradients of some modified objective functions containing the expected value function or probability functions which are expensive to perform. Moreover, using these gradients, nonlinear equations had to be solved.
In the previous research, the feasible direction method (4) and cutting plane method (5) were proposed to solve a stochastic programming problem. However, they need to evaluate the gradient vector of probabilistic constraint and check if each solution is within the feasible region or not. It consumes much time because 1 − n dimensional probability integrals should be calculate to evaluate the gradient vector and n dimensional probability integrals to check if each solution is within the feasible region or not.
In the following research, outer linearization with moving Slater points (6) and central cutting plane method (7) were proposed. For these methods an interior point in the feasible region had to be found at the first step, using nonlinear solution methods as mentioned above.
An approximate solution procedure was proposed, using unfulfilled-order-rate defined by the special structure of correlation matrix in the probabilistic constraint where inventory for different periods is independent (8) and the one defined by the general structure of correlation matrix where inventory for different periods is dependent (9) . And the performance analysis of various unfulfilled-order-rates and relationship to base-stock policy with multi-period are discussed (10) . In this paper, we propose a two stage solution procedure which are named 'Mass Customization Production Planning & Management System (MCPS)' and 'Variable Mesh Neighborhood Search(VMNS)' based on meta-heuristics by using the convexity of the problem to get a near optimal solution efficiently.
At first, we investigate about forecast order which is a kind of advance demand information. Its varying mechanism and formulation are described. Next, by using the convexity of the problem, we propose a two stage procedure. At the first stage, the MCPS solves the partial problem as a linear programming problem repeatedly to find an approximate solution by using unfulfilled-order-rate. And at the second stage, the problem is solved by the proposed VMNS which is a kind of meta-heuristics to get a near optimal solution efficiently. We conclude that the computational time is very small because it is not necessary to evaluate the gradient vector within any iteration.
Forecast order

Forecast order information
Forecast order, which is 'Naiji', is regarded as a kind of advance demand information (11) .
Forecast order is a customer's order information about manufacturing and it is announced in advance before a supplier's manufacturing date. Firm order is an order information about the final specification, production volume and delivery date which are finally transmitted after the supplier's manufacturing date. So, firm order is very different from forecast order. It is noted that 'Naiji' is not pre-order information and/or the one like macro statistics but order information transmitted from the corporative business partner. In other words, 'Naiji' is advanced demand information transmitted periodically, for example weekly, not from hundred in the market but from the corporative business partner. Therefore, forecast order which is announced to suppliers in advance before suppliers' manufacturing, is available to plan when and how they produce.
Advanced demand information is investigated in the case that order information from customers is placed daily to suppliers for several days in advance and under some assumptions state-dependent base-stock policy is proposed (11) ．However, the situation is not realistic in the view of today's corporative collaboration and is so different from our research. Figure 1 shows the difference between BTO and ATO. In the case that firm order (A) is confirmed before manufacturing, this system is BTO, and in the case that forecast order(B) is known to suppliers, but firm order(C) is not confirmed before suppliers' manufacturing ,this system is ATO. We focus on the latter case.
Fig.1 BTO and ATO
Forecast order varying mechanism
A manufacturer makes a production plan and decides when and how he produces the end-user items. After that, he transmits his planed schedules (forecast order) to suppliers. At the specified date when is, for example, 3 days before the delivery date, a manufacturer places an order (firm order) to suppliers.
When manufacturers make a final execution plan and they don't change the initial planed schedules, firm order should be same as forecast order. However, because of the change of customer's needs and troubles in the manufacturing, they change the planed schedule according to customer's final specification and volume. Therefore, firm order would be different from forecast order stochastically. This is why firm order is varied from forecast order. It is named 'forecast order varying mechanism'.
Production planning problem with Advance Demand Information
Assumption
(1) Firm order is a random variable which has a normal distribution with a mean and a standard deviation in Fig.2 (2) Targeted unfulfilled-order-rate can be considered. Unfulfilled-order-rate is the probabilistic ratio that customer's order is not fulfilled within the delivery lead time. (3) Limited production capacity is considered. (4) The total of the expected value of the inventory cost and manufacturing cost is minimized.
Notation
We discuss the model with a single item without the loss of generality. The notation in this model is described as follows: 
0,
Since the inventory quantity i S at period i is given by
Definition of unfulfilled-order-rate n SO
We define both the inventory quantity and its expected value over n periods to be the n dimensional vector as follows:
Σ is the covariance matrix of n dimensional normal variables with the structure described in Eqs. (4)and (5).
Unfulfilled-order-rate n SO is defined (9) as
n SO is the indicator of unfulfilled-order-rate defined by the general structure of correlation matrix in the case that inventory for each period is correlated. 
Numerical computation of
SO
Since the correlation matrix R is described in Eqs. (6)and (7),that is, / , ,
then a computational load to evaluate n dimensional normal probability integrals reduces to be n /2 or( n -1)/2 dimensional probability integrals (12) (13) . However, it consumes still much time to calculate n SO when n is more than 5 because of multiple integrals.
(ii)Unfulfilled-order-rate
Except the diagonal elements, a new correlation matrix is defined as min min
The right hand side of Eq. (12) is a single integral instead of multiple integral. ) ( ・ φ ， ) ( ・ Φ is a probability density function and a distribution function according to 
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Formulation of production planning model with advance demand information
'Naiji' is treated as advance demand information. We propose a supplier's production planning model in 'Naiji system' where 'Naiji' (forecast order) is transmitted from a manufacturer to a supplier. Then, the supplier makes a weekly production plan. The problem is formulated as follows. It is called T problem.
x is a deterministic variable and i S is a random variable which has (14)) expresses that we find an optimal solution which minimizes the expected value of the sum of production cost and inventory cost. Equation (15) is non negative condition about the inventory quantity when the demand is same as forecast order. Equation (16) shows the constraint about unfulfilled-order-rate. 16) is removed from T problem. If P problem is solved and the optimal solution is in the feasible region of T problem, then we regard the solution as the optimal solution of T problem. Otherwise, the feasible region of P problem is gradually narrowed by a specified procedure. And at the time when the solution satisfies being in the feasible region, it is an approximate solution.
If the solution of P problem is not in the feasible region of T problem, then we consider MP problem which unfulfilled-order-rate holds smaller value than certain target
Equation (20) is added in P problem and MP problem is constructed. . We adopt this mechanism (9) in the solution procedure. As n i x i , , 1 , = increase successively, n SO reduces monotonously to be less than β . 
Relationship among 3 indicators
Convexity of T problem
It was proved that the feasible region of unfulfilled-order-rate constraint (Eq. (16) Finally, the feasible region of T problem is convex.
A two stage solution procedure
Mass Customization Production Planning & Management System (MCPS)
This algorithm doesn't take up directly the original nonlinear stochastic programming problem. The approximate solution is obtained by iteration, solving the linear programming problem as a partial problem of the nonlinear stochastic programming problem (9) . For 
is held, then the procedure is end. Step5
)is the approximate solution(END).
(ii)Otherwise, let 1 + = l l ，then we go to step3 (ii).
Variable Mesh Neighborhood Search (VMNS)
As we discussed in chapter 4, the MCPS solution is not an optimal solution but an approximation solution. We propose a near optimal solution procedure by using the MCPS solution.
The problem has the following features: (i) It is convex problem and has one global solution.
(ii) The MCPS solution is an approximate one, but it is known that θ cos at the MCPS solution is nearly equal to 1. θ cos is the angle between the gradient vector of the probability constraint and that of the evaluation function. As θ cos is closer to 1, the angle between both gradients is closer to zero. This means that the gradient of the evaluation function is described as a linear combination with the gradients of the constraints. This implies that it satisfies the Kuhn Tucker condition of optimality for a nonlinear programming problem. Therefore, the MCPS solution is not far from an optimal solution but near to it. θ cos is defined as an inner product between 2 kinds of the gradient of the curves. The gradient vector of the evaluate function is easily evaluated because it is the linear equation. On the other hand, the gradient vector of probabilistic constraint is evaluated by the following formula [ ] (iii)Since this problem has the special structure of correlation matrix in a probabilistic constraint, the comparatively large computation time is not consumed to check if each solution is in the feasible region or not, as described at §3.3.3.
For these reasons, it is matter to develop a new search algorithm to find a near optimal solution in the neighborhood of the MCPS solution efficiently and accurately. Therefore, we propose 'VMNS' on the basis of meta-heuristics.
Definition of neighborhood
As Fig.5 shows, we regard a neighborhood at the solution is described as 'lattice'. We define SZ as one side size of lattice and msh as a mesh of the lattice. The procedure is started from the MCPS solution
.The lattice at the th l iteration is described as 
And return to Step2.
SZ, msh, D are set according to the case. This procedure is so simple. And it is different from the other variable neighborhood search (15) , e.g. local search and tabu search which have been proposed.
Some features of the procedure are as follows:
(i) In the former half of the iterations, the lattice is so large and msh is so wide that a cost minimum solution could be found in the short time. Therefore, consumption time is so small.
(ii) When a cost minimum solution approaches to an optimal solution, we reduce SZ and msh to obtain a near optimal solution at the high accuracy. Thus, SZ and msh are variable at each iteration.
Numerical experiments
Here, we explain 2 and 5 period problems. And we also calculate θ cos between the gradient vector of a probabilistic constraint and that of the evaluation function for optimality checking. Finally, computational load is shown. Table 9 shows the computational load. 
Computational load
Discussion
The θ cos at the MCPS solution in Tables 2-3 and Tables 5-8 Because the total cost of the VMNS solution becomes smaller than that of the MCPS solution, the VMNS can search a near optimal solution. In table 9 , we find that it doesn't consume much time to get a solution by unfulfilled-order-rate indicator ) 0 ( 
Conclusion
We model for 'Naiji System' which is formulated as a nonlinear stochastic programming problem which minimizes the sum of production cost and inventory holding cost subject to a probabilistic constraint and some linear production constraints. By using the convexity and the structure of correlation matrix of the problem, we propose a near optimal procedure with 2 stages, which is not necessary to evaluate the gradient vector of probabilistic constraint. We are confirmed that it is available and practical to make a weekly master production schedule of ATO system in the various industries.
